MBS Software Distribution and Data Loading
solution to be powered by Carillon technology
9th November 2020, Gilching, Germany - MBS Electronic Systems GmbH today announced they have
signed an agreement with Carillon Information Security Inc to incorporate the well-established,
industry leading, LSAP Security Suite into MBS’s aircraft software distribution and data loading
solution. This positions MBS to ensure their data loading solution meets the latest regulations and
requirements. This means that the mini PDL-Pad data loader and supporting products will be
compliant with ARINC 827, ATA Spec 42 and the future security release of ARINC 645.
MBS Electronics Systems GmbH are renowned in the industry for selling the market leading mini
PDL-Pad. “We are delighted to work with Carillon”, said Karin Nicholls, co-founder and Managing
Director, “Teaming up with Carillon to provide digital signature security in our products is an exciting
development for our company, which will enable our current customers to upgrade existing equipment
and new customers to acquire compliant equipment to meet the imminent, more stringent, security
requirements.”
“This agreement underscores our commitment to continue to innovatively develop the mini PDL-Pad
and complimentary data loading products to allow secure, affordable and reliable data loading for the
aviation industry.”
“We are excited to be working with MBS, and are happy to add them to our partners helping to realize
our goals of enabling simple and secure electronic distribution of aircraft software and operational
data.”, said Patrick Patterson, president of Carillon, “Aircraft Operators are increasingly aware of the
efficiencies and operational flexibility that these solutions bring, and, in these challenging times for the
industry, we’re looking forward to working with MBS as they deploy this exciting capability to their
customers.”
About MBS Electronic Systems GmbH
MBS provides the e-enabled data loading system of choice for many of the world’s largest and most
prestigious airlines. With innovative technologies and unrivalled customer support and cooperation,
MBS continually improves their product features and adapts to the changing requirements of the
industry. MBS provides a secure, cost effective, reliable data loading solution with a total commitment
to quality and customer satisfaction.
About Carillon Information Security Inc
Carillon provides a complete spectrum of identity management solutions that are designed to prevent
identity theft, promote the migration from paper to electronic authentication and avoid the loss of
intellectual property. From consulting services, to validation software and managed identity services,
Carillon provides the skill set and tools to help companies take control of their corporate digital
credentials.
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